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Maputo - Mozambique's economy could grow
7.25% this year and 7.5% next year, the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) said on Friday,
holding up well against a global slowdown.
"Mozambique remains resilient to weakening
global economic prospects," IMF country
representative Victor Lledo told a press briefing.
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"Economic growth could reach 7.25% this year
and further accelerate over the medium term,
helped by strong public investment and activity of
mega-projects in the natural resource sector."
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Inflation has fallen sharply, Lledo noted, "from
16.5% at end-2010 to less than 8.0% at endSeptember 2011," reflecting favorable international prices, a good harvest, a stronger local currency
and, most importantly, the authorities' prudent fiscal and monetary policy stance.
However, core inflation, which excludes food and fuel products, remains relatively high and needs to
be brought down further, he added.
New mining exports, alongside traditional goods, helped offset higher fuel and equipment imports,
keeping the trade balance in line with initial projections.
For 2012 and beyond, the IMF agrees with government plans to promote public investment so as to
broaden economic activity and allow more Mozambicans to benefit from growth, Lledo said.
"The mission welcomes the authorities' commitment to continue to pursue prudent fiscal and
monetary policies aimed at further moderating inflation expectations," the IMF said.
"This will also position Mozambique well should there be any spillovers from the weakening external
outlook that may require adjustments in policies."
- SAPA
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account....."He said he was willing to
offer anything in exchange for his life he said he had money and gold for us
if we spared his life. "He was losing a
lot of blood - he was 69 years old and
his body could not take it. He was in a
bad way. He had had wounds
everywhere
from shrapnel
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being beaten." Mr Ali added: "At one
point someone screamed at him that
instead of talking about money, as a
good Muslim he should have been
praying for his soul to be entrusted to
God before dying. "But he just kept
saying he was ready to give us lots
and lots of money and gold." .....why
offer all the money he hoarded????
NATO didnt destyroy Libya...he did by
not relinquishing power.....

Libya to declare liberation
Libya’s new leaders are set to declare liberation,
officials say, a move that will start the clock for
elections after months of bloodshed that culminated
in the death of long-time dictator Muammar Gaddafi.
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Libya's interim PM resigns, urges unity
Libya's interim prime minister says he is resigning
and urged new leaders to seize a "very limited
opportunity" and resolve rivalries now surfacing after
Muammar Gaddafi’s death.
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